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Downloadable ebook for seven sunny days by chris manby looking to get away from it
all? try seven sunny days in an exotic turkish resort. club aegee has luxurious
accommodations, unlimited free cocktails and a gorgeous cosmopolitan staff who'll
cater to your every need. bride-to-be rachel buckley wanted one last adventure before
tying the knot, and who better to do it with than her two best friends, acid-tongued
divorcee carrie looking to get away from it all? try seven sunny days in an exotic turkish
resort. club aegee has luxurious accommodations, unlimited free cocktails and a
gorgeous cosmopolitan staff who'll cater to your every need. bride-to-be rachel buckley
wanted one last adventure before tying the knot, and who better to do it with than her
two best friends, acid-tongued divorcee carrie ann and commitmentphobe model
yaslyn? a week with the girls would also help rachel forget about her future mother-inlaw, who was already controlling her life. her friends, the beach, the hot waiters...the

perfect vacation, right? but when a week in the same room with her two best friends -and all their baggage -- exposes more than dirty underwear, rachel starts to wonder if by
gaining a husband she'll be losing two friends seven sunny days is the story of three
friends awaiting their future, but stuck in their past. funny and oh-so-familiar, it's for
anyone who's spent time under the sun with friends. .more
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DOG COMPANY: THE BOYS OF POINTE DU HOC--THE RANGERS
WHO ACCOMPLISHED D-DAY'S TOUGHEST MISSION AND LED THE
WAY ACROSS EUROPE
it is said that the right man in the right place at the right time can make the
difference between victory and defeat. this is the dramatic story of sixty-eight
soldiers in the us army’s 2nd ranger battalion, company d - "dog company”—
who made that difference, time and again. from d-day, when german guns atop
pointe du hoc threatened the allied landings and the men of dog it is said that the
right man in the right place at the right time can make the difference between
victory and defeat. this is the dramatic story of sixty-eight soldiers in the us
Readable/Downloadable
army’s 2nd ranger battalion, company d - "dog company”— who made that
difference, time and again. from d-day, when german guns atop pointe du hoc
threatened the allied landings and the men of dog company scaled the sheer
ninety-foot cliffs to destroy them; to the slopes of hill 400, in germany’s hürtgen
forest, where the rangers launched a desperate bayonet charge across an open
field; to a “quiet” section of the ardennes, where dog company suddenly found
itself on the tip of the spear at the battle of the bulge; the men of dog company
made the difference. america had many heroes in world war ii, however, few can
say that, but for them, the course of the war would have been very different. the
right men, the right place, at the right time—dog company. ...more

A GOOD DAY'S WORK: SEARCHING FOR CANADA THROUGH
ENDURING JOBS THAT SHAPED OUR COUNTRY
a good day's work is a lyrical journey through a semi-mythological place: the
canada of our imagination. it is the canada of the day before yesterday. or perhaps
the canada of 1967 -- the country's "last good year," as pierre berton dubbed it. it
is a portrait of canada captured by way of encounters with a blacksmith, a cowgirl,
a milkman, a traveling salesman and other cu a good day's work is a lyrical
journey through a semi-mythological place: the canada of our imagination. it is
the canada of the day before yesterday. or perhaps the canada of 1967 -- the
country's "last good year," as pierre berton dubbed it. it is a portrait of canada
Readable/Downloadable
captured by way of encounters with a blacksmith, a cowgirl, a milkman, a
traveling salesman and other custodians of trades from another time. woven into
the always engaging, sometimes strange, sometimes moving and frequently funny
interviews are the ruminations and personal reflections of that wonderful writer
john demont (who as a newspaper reporter and columnist of a certain age is
something of a vanishing tradesman himself). the iconic canada--the country of
close-knit small towns, of common geography and history, of meaningful work
and communal values and institutions--is being transformed. john demont has
gone in search of people who make their living the old way, in an attempt to distill
the essence of our shared past. ...more

KATIE WOO, EVERY DAY'S AN ADVENTURE (KATIE WOO)
katie woo loves an adventure. she always finds a way to enjoy each new and
unexpected thing that comes her way. from airplane trips todance recitals, thefun
never ends.join katie and have an adventure of your own!"
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FORGOTTEN: THE UNTOLD STORY OF D-DAY'S BLACK HEROES,
AT HOME AND AT WAR
the injustices of 1940s jim crow america are brought to life in this extraordinary
blend of military and social history—a story that pays tribute to the valor of an
all-black battalion whose crucial contributions at d-day have gone unrecognized to
this day. in the early hours of june 6, 1944, the 320th barrage balloon battalion, a
unit of african-american soldiers, landed o the injustices of 1940s jim crow
america are brought to life in this extraordinary blend of military and social
history—a story that pays tribute to the valor of an all-black battalion whose
crucial contributions at d-day have gone unrecognized to this day. in the early
hours of june 6, 1944, the 320th barrage balloon battalion, a unit of africanamerican soldiers, landed on the beaches of france. their orders were to man a
curtain of armed balloons meant to deter enemy aircraft. one member of the 320th
would be nominated for the medal of honor, an award he would never receive. the
nation’s highest decoration was not given to black soldiers in world war ii.
Readable/Downloadable
drawing on newly uncovered military records and dozens of original interviews
with surviving members of the 320th and their families, linda hervieux tells the
story of these heroic men charged with an extraordinary mission, whose
contributions to one of the most celebrated events in modern history have been
overlooked. members of the 320th—wilson monk, a jack-of-all-trades from
atlantic city; henry parham, the son of sharecroppers from rural virginia; william
dabney, an eager 17-year-old from roanoke, virginia; samuel mattison, a charming
romantic from columbus, ohio—and thousands of other african americans were
sent abroad to fight for liberties denied them at home. in england and europe,
these soldiers discovered freedom they had not known in a homeland that treated
them as second-class citizens—experiences they carried back to america, fueling
the budding civil rights movement. in telling the story of the 320th barrage
balloon battalion, hervieux offers a vivid account of the tension between racial
politics and national service in wartime america, and a moving narrative of human
bravery and perseverance in the face of injustice. ...more

LONG DAY'S JOURNEY INTO NIGHT (JONATHAN CAPE
PAPERBACK, 46)
long day's journey into night was written in 1940 but not staged until 1956, after
o'neill's death. unashamedly autobiographical, it is, as he puts it himself in the
dedicatory note, 'a play of old sorrow, written in tears and blood', a harrowing
attempt to understand himself and his family.
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PIPER DAY'S ULTIMATE GUIDE TO AVOIDING GEORGE CLOONEY
finding romance in the world’s most glamorous city isn’t easy. for piper day, fresh
in town to work as a studio nurse on one of hollywood’s busiest backlots, finding
love seems impossible. two men who couldn’t be more different vie for her
affection: a wildly wealthy actor who gleefully bathes in the adoration of his
public and a sweet, humble teacher who works at the on-lo finding romance in the
world’s most glamorous city isn’t easy. for piper day, fresh in town to work as a
studio nurse on one of hollywood’s busiest backlots, finding love seems
impossible. two men who couldn’t be more different vie for her affection: a
Readable/Downloadable
wildly wealthy actor who gleefully bathes in the adoration of his public and a
sweet, humble teacher who works at the on-lot childcare center. throw in the task
of having to avoid one of hollywood’s biggest celebrities or risk losing her job,
piper’s life is anything but smooth sailing. on any given day, piper can be helping
a patient on the dusty set of a western or on the futuristic bridge of a starship or in
the plush office of a studio executive. she never knows where a nurse will be
needed once she enters the legendary gates of gemstone studios. these are the
adventures of piper day, a life where reality and fantasy tango in the dreamsoaked world of tinseltown. ...more
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EVERY DAY'S A PARTY: LOUISIANA RECIPES FOR CELEBRATING
WITH FAMILY AND FRIENDS
emeril takes you through a year's worth of party and festival menus (divided by
month) from super bowl tailgate to mardi gras, from the new year's eve to end the
millennium to the new orleans jazz fest. in the fun and colorful style that emeril
brings to his food network television show emeril live and to all his cookbooks,
every day's a party is filled with over 125 recip emeril takes you through a year's
worth of party and festival menus (divided by month) from super bowl tailgate to
mardi gras, from the new year's eve to end the millennium to the new orleans jazz
fest. in the fun and colorful style that emeril brings to his food network television
show emeril live and to all his cookbooks, every day's a party is filled with over
125 recipes and emeril's signature "kick-it-up-a-notch" way of making every
occasion an over-the-top celebration. you've never had this much fun on
president's day. ...more
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A LONG DAY'S DYING: CRITICAL MOMENTS IN THE DARFUR
GENOCIDE
the main theme of this new book is that the khartoum regime is committing
genocide in darfur while the international community watches in silence or with
mere hand-wringing. publication of such an important book, at this critical
moment in the darfur genocide, offers to government officials, academics,
humanitarian aid groups, human rights organizations, as well as to the the main
theme of this new book is that the khartoum regime is committing genocide in
darfur while the international community watches in silence or with mere handwringing. publication of such an important book, at this critical moment in the
darfur genocide, offers to government officials, academics, humanitarian aid
groups, human rights organizations, as well as to the broader public an in-depth
critical assessment of the current situation in darfur. ...more
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THE HOROLOGICON: A DAY'S JAUNT THROUGH THE LOST
WORDS OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE
do you wake up feeling rough? then you’re philogrobolized. find yourself
pretending to work? that’s fudgelling. and this could lead to rizzling, if you feel
sleepy after lunch. though you are sure to become a sparkling deipnosopbist by
dinner. just don’t get too vinomadefied; a drunk dinner companion is never
appreciated. the horologicon (or book of hours) contains the most e do you wake
up feeling rough? then you’re philogrobolized. find yourself pretending to work?
that’s fudgelling. and this could lead to rizzling, if you feel sleepy after lunch.
though you are sure to become a sparkling deipnosopbist by dinner. just don’t get
too vinomadefied; a drunk dinner companion is never appreciated. the
horologicon (or book of hours) contains the most extraordinary words in the
english language, arranged according to what hour of the day you might need
them. from mark forsyth, the author of the #1 international bestseller, the
etymologicon, comes a book of weird words for familiar situations. from antejentacular to snudge by way of quafftide and wamblecropt, at last you can say,
with utter accuracy, exactly what you mean. ...more
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EVERY DAY'S A HOLIDAY: AMUSING RHYMES FOR HAPPY TIMES
the ever-inventive novelist presents an assortment of clever, comical poems that
cover kids' favorite festivities, from the origins of valentine's day to why there is
an extra a at the end of the word kwanzaa. full color.
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EVERY DAY'S A HOLIDAY: YEAR-ROUND CRAFTING WITH KIDS
kids love making crafts, and no one knows that better than heidi kenney, creator of
the popular blog my paper crane. in this festive how-to book, heidi shares a year's
worth of classic and not-so-classic projects that the whole family will enjoy, from
the national bird day embroidered handmade book to the st. patrick's day mini
leprechaun pin. fifty fully photographed proj kids love making crafts, and no one
knows that better than heidi kenney, creator of the popular blog my paper crane. in
this festive how-to book, heidi shares a year's worth of classic and not-so-classic
Readable/Downloadable
projects that the whole family will enjoy, from the national bird day embroidered
handmade book to the st. patrick's day mini leprechaun pin. fifty fully
photographed projects are geared to all age levels and abilities. somelike the new
year's day newspaper hatsare simple enough for small kids to make themselves
with minimum assistance, while more complicated projects require a little extra
help from mom or dad. with so many fun projects to bring the family together,
every day's a holiday proves that every day really is a holiday. ...more

A HARD DAY'S WRITE: THE STORIES BEHIND EVERY BEATLES
SONG
the barnes & noble review was there really a polythene pam? where are
strawberry fields? what connection does the actor peter fonda have with the song
she said she said? in this book music journalist steve turner shatters some wellworn myths and reveals many unknown stories behind every beatle song, from "i
saw her standing there" to abbey road's "the end." the lyrics the barnes & noble
review was there really a polythene pam? where are strawberry fields? what
connection does the actor peter fonda have with the song she said she said? in this
book music journalist steve turner shatters some well-worn myths and reveals
many unknown stories behind every beatle song, from "i saw her standing there"
to abbey road's "the end." the lyrics that have been etched in our collective
memories take on new meaning as the ordinary people and events behind each
song are revealed. arranged chronologically by album and packed with color and
black and white photographs and illustrations, a hard day's write is hard to put
down. look up one song and you find yourself stopping to read about the others as
the mini-stories recount how private incidents influenced the beatles, collectively
and as individual artists. a longtime beatles admirer, turner tracked down and
interviewed the real-life subjects of the songs, probed public records, and
newspaper archives, and spoke in depth to the personalities closest to the beatles.
the result is a book no beatles fan should be without. ...more
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MR FOOD: EVERY DAY'S A HOLIDAY DIABETIC COOKBOOK
whip up any of more than 145 all-new easy, speedy, festive, fun recipes that let
you celebrate every day like it's a holiday. now recipes that are healthy, nutritious, Readable/Downloadable
and incredibly delicious can fit into your every day meal plan -- even if you only
ate them on holidays before!

AT DAY'S CLOSE: NIGHT IN TIMES PAST
bringing light to the shadows of history through a "rich weave of citation and archival
evidence" (publishers weekly), scholar a. roger ekirch illuminates the aspects of life most often
overlooked by other historians—those that unfold at night. in this "triumph of social history"
(mail on sunday), ekirch's "enthralling anthropology" (harper's) exposes the nightlife that sp
bringing light to the shadows of history through a "rich weave of citation and archival
evidence" (publishers weekly), scholar a. roger ekirch illuminates the aspects of life most often
overlooked by other historians—those that unfold at night. in this "triumph of social history"
(mail on sunday), ekirch's "enthralling anthropology" (harper's) exposes the nightlife that
spawned a distinct culture and a refuge from daily life. fear of crime, of fire, and of the
supernatural; the importance of moonlight; the increased incidence of sickness and death at
night; evening gatherings to spin wool and stories; masqued balls; inns, taverns, and brothels;
the strategies of thieves, assassins, and conspirators; the protective uses of incantations,
meditations, and prayers; the nature of our predecessors' sleep and dreams—ekirch reveals all
these and more in his "monumental study" (the nation) of sociocultural history, "maintaining
throughout an infectious sense of wonder" (booklist). ...more
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A HARD DAY'S FRIGHT (PEPPER MARTIN #7)
what happened to a teenager named lucy one night in 1966 after a beatles concert?
she rushed the stage, kissed paul, started home with her friends, and was never
seen again-until cemetery guide and unintentional pi to the dead pepper martin
sees her as a ghost. lucy's spirit can't rest in peace until her body is found and
buried. but how will pepper track down a missing co what happened to a teenager Readable/Downloadable
named lucy one night in 1966 after a beatles concert? she rushed the stage, kissed
paul, started home with her friends, and was never seen again-until cemetery
guide and unintentional pi to the dead pepper martin sees her as a ghost. lucy's
spirit can't rest in peace until her body is found and buried. but how will pepper
track down a missing corpse after forty-five years? ...more

LONG DAY'S JOURNEY INTO NIGHT
eugene o'neill's autobiographical play long day's journey into night is regarded as
his finest work. first published by yale university press in 1956, it won the pulitzer
prize in 1957 and has since sold more than one million copies. this edition
includes a new foreword by harold bloom. the action covers a fateful, heartrending day from around 8:30 am to midnight, in augus eugene o'neill's
autobiographical play long day's journey into night is regarded as his finest work.
first published by yale university press in 1956, it won the pulitzer prize in 1957
and has since sold more than one million copies. this edition includes a new
Readable/Downloadable
foreword by harold bloom. the action covers a fateful, heart-rending day from
around 8:30 am to midnight, in august 1912 at the seaside connecticut home of the
tyrones - the semi-autobiographical representations of o'neill himself, his older
brother, and their parents at their home, monte cristo cottage. one theme of the
play is addiction and the resulting dysfunction of the family. all three males are
alcoholics and mary is addicted to morphine. they all constantly conceal, blame,
resent, regret, accuse and deny in an escalating cycle of conflict with occasional
desperate and half-sincere attempts at affection, encouragement and consolation.
...more

A HARD DAY'S KNIGHT (NIGHTSIDE #11)
john taylor is a p.i. with a special talent for finding lost things in the dark and
secret center of london known as the nightside. he's also the reluctant owner of a
very special-and dangerous-weapon. excalibur, the legendary sword. to find out
why he was chosen to wield it, john must consult the last defenders of camelot, a
group of knights who dwell in a place that some john taylor is a p.i. with a special
talent for finding lost things in the dark and secret center of london known as the
nightside. he's also the reluctant owner of a very special-and dangerous-weapon.
excalibur, the legendary sword. to find out why he was chosen to wield it, john
must consult the last defenders of camelot, a group of knights who dwell in a
place that some find more frightening than the nightside. london proper. it's been
years since john's been back-and there are good reasons for that. ...more
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FOOL'S GOLD SERIES VOLUME THREE: ALMOST SUMMER\SUMMER
DAYS\SUMMER NIGHTS\ALL SUMMER LONG
new york times bestselling author susan mallery invites you home to fool's gold,
california, where friends and family are never far, and love is always in the air.they
sought fame and fortune and are finally home—the rugged stryker brothers are back
and bringing the heat! rafe is a pro when it comes to running a boardroom, but a land
dispute—and the beautiful blonde on the new york times bestselling author susan
mallery invites you home to fool's gold, california, where friends and family are
never far, and love is always in the air.they sought fame and fortune and are finally
home—the rugged stryker brothers are back and bringing the heat! rafe is a pro when
it comes to running a boardroom, but a land dispute—and the beautiful blonde on the
other side of it—are giving him a real run for his money. his brother shane just wants
to raise horses. he's through with passion, but what will he do when it tracks him
down in the form of the town's naughty-but-nice librarian? and though former model
clay has come home in the hopes of starting a family, he's also vowed never to risk
his heart again. can someone in fool's gold help him change his mind?collected here
for the first time, the third fool's gold trilogy—plus the bonus novella almost
summer—makes coming home to fool's gold more memorable than ever. susan
mallery's fool's gold series, volume three almost summer summer days summer
nights all summer long ...more
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A MIDSUMMER DAY'S DREAM
takes a vintage dress-shop owner on a breathtaking adventure in medieval england
Readable/Downloadable
- where a bewitching love awaits. this short story can also be found in the
anthology, timeless.

HARD DAY'S KNIGHT
men in tights never looked so good. at least that's pepper marsh's first impression
when she attends a jousting competition at the rennaissance faire in ontario. an
unemployed and unattached software engineer, pepper has had enough of the
computer geeks in her dating pool. she years for a man of yore. a man not afraid
to stare death in the face ...and laugh at it. a man wi men in tights never looked so
good. at least that's pepper marsh's first impression when she attends a jousting
competition at the rennaissance faire in ontario. an unemployed and unattached
software engineer, pepper has had enough of the computer geeks in her dating
pool. she years for a man of yore. a man not afraid to stare death in the face .and
laugh at it. a man with a big lance. pepper's cousin has promised to find her a
knight in shining armor, on the condition that pepper walk around in wench garb.
with her mind on her embarrassingly revealing bodice, pepper promptly steps into
the path of an oncoming steed.and is rescued by sexy englishman walker mcphail.
once the wild man of jousting, walker has let a brush with death keep him out of
the ring. though his emotions are clad in almost impenetrable armor, pepper finds
walker infuriatingly sexy--and she's about to go medieval on his heart. .more
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